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Abstract: In core le s s  induction furnaces , efficient and accurate experimental and computational

techniques  are needed to measure and to pred ict velocity, current, and electromagnetic force

dis tributions  in the melt. Despite cons id e ra b le  re search efforts  over the pas t three decades , the

me t h o d o lo g y is  s till in need of development. In this  paper, the mathematical modeling a n d

computational s imulation of two-dimens ional, electroma g n e t ically driven liquid-metal are derived. The

phenomenon is  governed by the Helmholtz’s  equations , Maxwell's  equations , all nonlinea rly  c oupled

v ia  Lorentz and electromotive forces , buoyancy forces . The general form of result leads  to a quic k

s tudy of various  parameters  which determine the sys tem behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic s tirring of meta llic melts  is  widely used in the metals  process ing indus try, mos tly in order

to improve the solidification s tructure of c a s t ing products . The s tirring is  brought about by Lorentz forces ,

resulting from the interaction of an applied magnetic field with eddy currents  in the melt; those currents  are

induced by relative motion between the melt and magnetic field. 

To solve the electromagnetic problems of induction heating, there are two types  of solutions , analytical

solution and numerical solution. Bakhtiyarov (1999), they performed the analys is  of axial magnetic field of

pulsed sole n o ids . Axial magnetic field was  es timated us ing analytical and numerical methods  of magnetic field

s imulation. Beginning with Saluja, N., et al (1990), Spitzer e t  al. (1986), and, Cho et al. (1999). The

electromagnetic s tirring is  determined from an asympt otic solution of the magnetic induction equation under

appropriate boundary conditions  for the magnetic field. Many s implifying assumptions  are made, and  t h e

a n a lys is  depends  heavily on the axisymmetry of the problem (none of the relevant quantities  dep e n d  o n  t h e

angular variable). The results  of the experiment are judged by temperature evaluation a n d  b y  c u tting the part

for inspection of the hardness  pattern (Al-Aboudi, Jawad, A., 1998; Rudnev, V.I., et al., 2003). T h e s e  re s u lts

are the bas is  for altering one or mo re  o f t h e  variables  (time, frequency, power) that define the coil and

operating condit io n s . This  process  can be very expens ive and time consuming, but s till not really informative.

The process  developer does  not have all of the information on what is  happening in the sys tem and if the

process  is  optimized, only the final metallurgic a l results  are there to evaluate. The aim of paper is  modeling

and to present a computer program to calculating the electromagnetic forces  on the me t a l melt in an axially

symmetric corele ss  induction furnace in order to aid the des ign of effective coils , producing controlled

meniscus  and s tirring effects . The result in different cases , changed the values  of current dens ity, t ime and

volume of crucible (which will c h a n g e  the form and dimens ions  charge body), where in each case it was  kept

two variables  cons tant and work in the third one.

Theoretical Background: 

Electromagnetic s tirring of metallic melts  is  widely used in the metals  pro c e ss ing indus try, mos tly in order

to improve the solidification s tructure of cas ting products . The s tirring is  broug h t  a bout by Lorentz forces ,

resulting from the interaction of an applied magnetic field with eddy currents  in the melt; those currents  are

induced by relative motion between the melt and magnetic field. A s tandard technique is  to generate a rotating

magnetic field in an inductor surroun d in g  a  s tationary column of molten metal; alternatively, the metal may

be rotated in a s tationary magnetic field. In any event, qualitative and quantitative unders tanding of the ensuing

flow patterns  is  of critical importance in achieving optimal s tirring conditions .
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To explain the principle of induc t ion heating, let us  cons ider an example of cylindrical workpiece of

conducting material surrounded by a solenoid as  shown in Fig. (1). 

W hen the charge material is  molten, the interaction of the magnetic field and the electrical currents  flowing

in the induction coil produce a s tirring action within the molten metal. This  s tirring action forces  the molten

metal to rise upwards  in the centre caus ing the characteris tic meniscus  on the surface of the metal. The degree

of s tirring action is  influenced by the power and frequency applied as  well as  the s ize and s h a p e  o f t h e  c o il

a n d  the dens ity and viscos ity of the molten metal. The s tirring action within the bath is  important as  it  h e lp s

with mixing of allo y s  a n d melting of turnings  as  well as  homogenizing of temperature throughout the furnace.

Excess ive s tirring can increase gas  pick up, lining wear and oxidation of alloys .

Fig. 1: Conducting cylinder surrounded by a solenoid

In the general case, a space– t ime  electromagnetic force dis tribution within a workpiece is  described by

a highly complicated sys tem of interrelated Maxwell’s  and Fourier equ a t io n s  for electromagnetic and

temperature fields :

   (1)

   (2)

   (3)

   (4)

   (5)

where

E is  a vector of electric field intens ity.

D is  a vector of electric flux dens ity.

B is  a vector of magnetic flux dens ity.

H is  a vector of magnetic field intens ity.

J is  conduction current dens ity.

ã(t) is  specific dens ity of the metal.

c(t) is  specific heat.

ë(t) is  thermal conductivity of the metal.

V is  a vector of velocity.

ô is  time.
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The technique of calculatin g electromagnetic fields  depends  on the ability to solve Maxwell’s  eqs . (1-4)

for general time varying electromagnetic fields .

Maxwell’s  equations  not only have a purely mathematical meaning, but a ls o  h a v e  a  concrete phys ical

interpretation  as   well.  From  eq.(1),  it  follows   that  c u rl H always  has  two sources: conductive (J) and

              displacement currents .

It produces  an e le c tric field in the area where such changes  take place. The minus  s ign in eq.(2)

determines  the direction of that induced electric field. This  fundamental result can be app lie d to any region

of the space.

The application o f a lt e rn a ting voltage to the induction coil will result in the appearance of an alternating

current in  t h e  c o il circuit. According to eq.(1), an alternating coil current will produce in its  surrounding area

an alternating (changing) magne t ic  field that will have the same frequency as  the source current (coil current).

That magnetic field’s  s trength depends  on the current flowing in the induction coil, the coil geometry, and the

dis tance from the coil. The changing magnetic field induces  eddy currents  in the workpiece and in o t her

objects  located near that coil.

According to eq .(.2), induced currents  have the same frequency as  the source coil current; however, their

d ire c t io n  is  oppos ite to that of the coil current. This  is  determined by the minus  s ign in eq.(2). According to

eq.(1), alternating eddy currents  induced in the wo rkpiece produce their own magnetic fields , which have

oppos ite directions  to the direction of the main magnetic field of the coil. The total magnetic field of the

induction coil is  a result of the source magnetic field and induced magnetic fields .

A s  o n e  wo uld expect from an analys is  of eq.(1), there can be undes irable heating of tools , fas ten e rs ,  o r

other electrically conductive s tructures  located near the induction coil. Eqs .(3&4) have real s ignificance in

induction heating and heat treatment of an electrically conductive body. From these equations , it  fo llows  that

the divergences  of magnetic flux dens ity and electric field intens ity are equal to zero.

Proposed Method:

The previous ly d e s c rib e d  Maxwell’s  equations  (eqs .3&4) are in indefinite form because the number of

equations  is  less  than the number of unknowns . These equations  become definite when the relatio n s  between

the field quantities  are specified. The following cons t it u t iv e  re lations  are additional and hold true for a linear

isotropic medium (Stansel, N.R., 1981; Sluhotskii, A.E., V.S. Nemkov, 1981; Novickij, J. ,  S . Ba levieius , 2004):

   (6)

   (7)

   (8)

W here 

The parameters  å, ìr, and ó denote, respectively, the relative permittivity, relative magnetic permeability,

and electrical conductivity of the material; ó = 1/ñ, where ñ is  electrical res is tivity.

By taking eqs .(6-8) into account, (9) can be rewritten as :

   (9)

For mos t practical applications  of the induction heating of metals  when the frequency of current is  less

than 10 MHz, the induced conduction current dens ity, J, is  much greater than the displacement current dens ity,

       ; so the las t term on the right-hand s ide  o f (9) c a n  b e  n eglected. Therefore, eq. (9) can be rewritten as :
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  (10)

The Fourier (5) describes  in general the trans ient (time-dependent) flu x t ra n s fer process  in a charge. The

melting process  is  caused by heat sources  induced by eddy currents . The magntic sourc e  dens ity, F, induced

b y  e d d y  c urrents  per unit time in a unit volume can be obtained by solving the electromagnetic prob le m a s :

 (11)

W ith suitable b o u n d a ry  and initial conditions , (5) represents  the two-dimens ional electromagnetic

dis tribution at any time and at any point in the charge. Solution of the set of eqs . (1-5) c a n  be obtained only

by numerical methods . These methods  are widely and success fully used in the computation of electromagnetic

transfer problems . For each problem or family of s imilar problems, certain software or numerical methods  are

preferred. No s ingle universal computational me thod fits  and is  optimum for solving all induction melting

problems .

Under these assumptions , the set of eqs .(3-5) and eq.(10) can be reduced to the following equations  in

differential form:

(12)

(13)

Eq. (12) is  a two-dimens ional Helmholtz’s  equation with respect  t o  c o mp le x magnetic field intens ity.

Eq.(13) is  a two-dimens ional linear heterogeneous  equation of flux transfer with respect to ø (for the electric

pot e n t ia l) a t  velocity V = 0. (12,13) can be solved separately. ø (for the electric potential) F(x,ô)  is  a function

described dis tribution of internal flux so u rc e  dens ity induced by eddy currents  per unit time in a unit volume.

F(x,ô) can be obtained by solving (12) as :

(14)

where

(15)

mHere, E  denotes  an amplitude value of the electric field intens ity.

By us ing well-known Express ion (11) and solutions  of Equation (12), it is  p o s s ible to obtain the following

express ions  with respect to F(x, ô ) for the axially symmetric case of unlimited plate:

(16)
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and cylindrical workpiece of infinite length:

(17)

Here,

0P (ô) is  active power absorbed by charge body;

X is  a cylinder radius

ber(î), bei(î), ber (î), bei ( î) are Kelvin’s  functions  and their firs t derivatives ;

l is  a relative value of spatial coordinate in a cylinder radius  (l = x/X);

î is  a specific parameter defined as :

(18)

W here ä  is  a current penetration depth, which can be calculated as  follows

(19)

For the typical induction heating process  frequency of coil current is  cons tant (î = cons t).

A s implified diagram is  shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2: Simplified diagram for the iterative solution
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Simulation Result:

Computer programs with the sequence of flow ch a rt  which is  shown in Fig.2 have been written in Fortran

power s tation 4 package to implement the es timation  o f e le c t ro magnetic field dis tribution from eqs .(13-19 )

which are derived in chapter three. 

In this  section, has  been working to obtain a set of results  for the electromagn etic force field on the body

charge as  well as  movement of molten metal to illus trate the phenomenon of s tirring.

The liquid metal under con s id e ra t ion is  aluminum at the temperature T = 800 ±C, with the dens ity � =

2700 kg/m3 and kinematic viscos ity v= 0.000002031 m2/s . The axisymmetric domain corresponding to Fig.1

with dimens ions  L=0.15 m and W  =0.2 m is  subdivided equidis tantly into 50 elements  in each direction. 

Case 1: Effect of Time Change on Electromagnetic Field Distribution in Charge Body:

In this  case and from the results  obtained which are represented in Fig.3 we can see a typical arrangement

of the electromagnetic force dis tribution.

W hen times  change and keep the value o f current dens ity cons tant at 10A, we obtained a relationship

between electroma g n e t ic force and time, where Electromagnetic force increase with time depending of material

property i.e depends  on the melting time.

From Fig.3 can note that the range of change in the electromagn etic force grow with time and then begins

to decline after the metal hit the good level of homogeneity. To illus trate th is  p o in t , a s s u med that the

electromagnetic force in the charge body cons is ts  of layers  as  s h own in fig (3.a, b, c, d) each layer represents

a certain level of electromagnetic force. we  note that the range of change in  e le c t ro ma gnetic force in fig.(3a)

cons is t of 16 layer, in fig.3b is  19 layer and 22 in fig 3c then it decline to 11 in fig 3d .In o t h e r words , we

found the relationship between number of layers  of electromagnetic force and the time.

Fig. 3: Dis tribution of Electromagnetic force (N/m3) ins ide material by supply J=10A current dens ity
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Fig. 4: Electromagnetic force (N/m3) dis tribution ins ide the material wit h  variable current dens ity and same

time 1 Sec. 

Fig. 5: Electromagnetic force (N/m3) d is tribution of ins ide the material with variable current dens ity and same

time 2.2 Sec.
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Fig. 6: the distribution of the velocity magnitude |V| and velocity vector at t=1.4 Sec.

Case2: Effect of Current Density on Electromagnetic Field Distribution in Charge Body:

In this  case, the electromagnetic force in the crucible and that by changing t h e  c u rre nt dens ity and keep

the time cons tant. The effect’s  of current dens ity wit h time to electromagnetic force dis tribution shown in Fig.

4 a n d  F ig .5, it  can be seen the impact of current dens ity to reach the bes t mix of material, by noting t h e

dis tribution of the number of layers  of the electromagnetic field.

The dis tribution of the velocity magnitud e  |V| a n d  v e locity vector ins ide charge body is  shown in Fig.6.

T h is  fig u re  g iv e s  a clearer view of the metal with time, in other words  show the importance of the

phenomenon of s tirring and how to control access  to the bes t way to confuse the article.

Case 3: Effect of Dimensions of Charge Body on Electromagnetic Field Distribution:

In this  c a s e , the effect dimens ions  of charge body on the electromagnetic force dis tribution at same time

a n d  current dens ity as  shown in fig.7. It is  clear from No. electromagnetic layers  and electromagnetic fo rc e

that the electromagnetic force dis tribution of charge body with (L>W ) better than charge body with (L<W ),

i.e. dimens ions  of charge body has  big effect of material quality. 

Conclusions:

The mathematical modeling and  c omputational s imulation of two-dimens ional, electromagnetically driven

liquid-metal was  developed and applied to s imulate a metallic melt in a c o reless  furnace, rotating s teadily in

a uniform magnetic field perpendicular to the cylinder axis . The model is  based on the fundament a l p ro perties

of electromagnetic d is tributions  of induction melting processes , which were ascertained and described here;

these properties  remain cons tant for all of the s tated problems. It was  found that the degree of s tirrin g  a c t ion

is  influenced by the power and cu rre n t  d e n s it y as  well as  the s ize,,dens ity and viscos ity of the molten metal

and magnetic  fie ld s  and angular velocities  can lead to s ignificant counter-rotation and efficient s tirring of the

melt.
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Fig. 7: Ele c t ro ma gnetic force (N/m3) dis tribution of ins ide the material at same time (2.2) and current dens ity

(J=7A).
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